Terms and Conditions of Use of the Fortunoff Video Archive for Holocaust Testimonies

Preventing Copyright Infringement

The Fortunoff Video Archive provides access to this collection for educational and research purposes only. All content available on fortunoff.aviaryplatform.com is and shall continue to be Fortunoff Video Archive property, and is protected under applicable copyright, patent, trademark, and other proprietary rights. The Archive’s collection contains content and information that involve privacy interests that are not in the public domain. Unauthorized copying, downloading, recording, or publication of Fortunoff Video Archive interviews, in whole or in part, is strictly prohibited and may subject an individual or entity to penalties for copyright infringement, violation of other intellectual property laws, violation of privacy rights, or violation of other rights or interests protected under applicable law.

Permission to View is not Permission to Publish

Written permission of the Fortunoff Video Archive (such as publicity and/or privacy rights) is required for citation, distribution, reproduction, or any other use of protected items beyond that allowed by fair use or other statutory exemptions. Authorization to publish quotations must be obtained through a formal application to the Fortunoff Video Archive. See the video archive’s website for detailed information on obtaining authorization to publish: https://fortunoff.library.yale.edu/contact/contact-us/.

Citations of Materials

Materials from the Fortunoff Video Archive should appear as in the following example:

Eva B. Holocaust Testimony (HVT-1101). Fortunoff Video Archive for Holocaust Testimonies, Yale University Library.

Licensing Audio or Video

Researchers are prohibited from photographing or recording images, still or moving, from testimonies or accompanying notes, nor are they allowed to capture audio from testimonies. If you are interested in obtaining images or audio from a testimony contact the Fortunoff Video Archive for licensing information: https://fortunoff.library.yale.edu/contact/contact-licensing/
Indemnification

We make no representations or warranties, express or implied, regarding Fortunoff Video Archive interviews. The Fortunoff Video Archive does not verify the accuracy of all information in the videotaped interviews. Such information may infringe upon privacy or intellectual property rights of other persons or entities, and may contain defamatory comments or material owned by third parties. The testimonies in the Fortunoff Video Archive are the personal recollections and reflections of individual survivors and witnesses. You agree that we are not responsible for any content or commentary contained in the interviews that you might find to be derogatory, defamatory, offensive, disagreeable, or displeasing in any way.
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